To the attention of:
EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE
REAL ESTATE & FACILITIES SERVICE
Via dei Roccettini, 9
50014 San Domenico di Fiesole FI

OBJECT: OPEN TENDER FOR THE ENTRUSTING OF THE CLEANING SERVICE, INCLUDING
PROVISION OF HYGIENE AND SANITARY PRODUCTS AND OVERSEEING ACTIVITIES, OF
WORKING LOCATIONS AND UNIVERSITY RESIDENCES OF THE EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY
INSTITUTE AND THE HISTORICAL ARCHIVES OF THE EUROPEAN UNION.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

I, the undersigned__________________________,
born in__________________ on__________________________,
resident of_________________________ with fiscal code_______________________,
in the role of__________________________
for the company/TAC/ Consortium______________________________
with registered office in__________________________
and administrative office in__________________________
in relation to the services and activities of the object at hand:

DECLARE

THAT THE COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL COST OF THE SERVICE IN OBJECT OFFERED IN PHASE OF TENDER IS
EQUAL TO Euro .................................................................

AND ALSO DECLARE THAT THE ELEMENTS OF TENDER ON WHICH TO BASE THE ABOVE COST ARE AS
FOLLOWS:

➢ ANNUAL COST OF EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY
  Euro .................................................................

➢ ANNUAL COST OF CLEANING EQUIPMENT
  Euro .................................................................

(continued)
ANNUAL COST OF SUPPLY FOR HYGIENE AND SANITARY PRODUCTS
Euro ...........................................................

ANNUAL COST FOR ENSURING SAFETY ACCORDING TO LEGISLATIVE DECREE 81/2008
Euro ...........................................................

ANNUAL COST OF LABOUR (Indicate the number of workers that will be employed, the relative number worked monthly and per annum, CCNL applied, gross hourly pay output)
nr. service employees ___________________ of whom
nr. ____________ hold the qualification of ________________________________
nr. ____________ hold the qualification of ________________________________
nr. ____________ hold the qualification of ________________________________
total hours of work _____________________ of which
nr. ____________ hours of personnel with the qualification of _______________________
nr. ____________ hours of personnel with the qualification of _______________________
nr. ____________ hours of personnel with the qualification of _______________________
hourly cost applied to personnel
qualification_____________________________ Euro ________
qualification_____________________________ Euro ________
qualification_____________________________ Euro ________
Total Euro ...........................................................

OTHER ANNUAL COSTS
Euro ...........................................................

ANNUAL PROFIT
Euro ...........................................................

Place and date _______________________________________

Signature of the legal representative _______________________________________

Please find attached to this declaration a non-authenticated photocopy of an identity document in course of validity belonging to the signatory.